
PEPPERSTONE REBATE SPECIFICATION

Account Rebates (USD)

Standard STP Up to 3.4 AUD per 1 standard Lot

Razor Account Up to 0.85 AUD per 1 standard Lot

 Schedule Time of Paying Commission by Forex Broker?
 Normally Pepperstone pays IB commissions Daily.

 Is it possible Pay Rebates Weekly?
 Unfortunately it’s not possible for this Forex broker.

 Do you have any question?

support@pipsafe.com pipsafe

 We try to respond to all submissions as quickly as possible, but in some cases, it may take
up to 24 business hours to receive an answer.

PipSafe Company is always trying to create a safe and accurate place for its users in order to provide
them with precise and unique services. By collecting the best and presenting different Forex Brokers
from different parts of the world in one place, PipSafe will meet its users various needs for a Rebating
Program. Working with PipSafe will be easy and pleasant. Therefore, join PipSafe right now and save
your Pips. www.PipSafe.com
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